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Making Mother’s Day count
Mother’s Day may not have been as
strong in recent years as it has in the past
but it’s still an important trading period.
Many companies have new products and
giveaways at this time of year, and it seems
that merchandising will be as imperative as
ever this year. Phil Weafer reports.

“THE PERSON WHO said this is a man’s world was a woman and she
was a liar.” If the importance of Mother’s Day to the retailing world is
anything to go by, that saying certainly rings true.
The feeling I get from speaking to suppliers for this article is that
Mother’s Day is still second only to Christmas in its importance on
the retailing calendar.
Nespresso’s Guillaume Chesneau is just one to stress the important
role that the annual day to celebrate mums can have in the year:
“Mother’s Day is a crucial sales period in the calendar year. It is the
ﬁrst major campaign of the year for small appliances and, when
executed well, adds tremendous value to the category.”
Speaking about how big a role the holiday can have for both
retailers and suppliers, Reece Ford at DéLonghi agrees: “Mother’s Day
is still probably the second biggest time of selling behind Christmas.”
But, he adds: “Over the years Mother’s Day may have lost some of
what it had, but it’s still a time of year when we can invest and show
retailers what we’re doing.”
Christine Johnston at Sunbeam agrees that, although Mother’s Day
is still a very big event for the trade, it has lost some of its appeal as
members of the general public are starting to feel it has become
somewhat commercialised.
“It’s very big and we still do look at it as an event and we do bring
products out for that time. Although it probably has less relevance
than it has in the last few years, about 10 years ago it was probably a
bigger event than it is now. I think some people see it as a bit too
commercialised.”
In recent years there has been greater variety in the categories
that perform well for Mother’s Day. Sunbeam’s Christine Johnston
says the company sees success in “grudge purchases” such as irons
during the holiday and the electric blankets always go well this
time of year.
Steven Meek says that personal care is another category that sees
an increase in sales for Mother’s Day. Meek says: “It makes sense to
give mum something which allows her to pamper herself for
Mother’s Day.”
Johnston adds that more variety in the gifts being given, such as spa
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MAKE IT A HAPPY
MOTHER’S DAY WITH BREVILLE
Breville has a new line-up of premium appliances for Mother’s Day to
generate sales in emerging food trends. To go along with this, Breville
has also unveiled some Mother’s Day consumer promotions, offering
free add-ons for consumer at the point of purchase.
The rise of the “Green Smoothie” with whole ingredients blended
into super fine, drinkable beverages has become one of the world’s
biggest food trends and is hitting New Zealand also.
In this light the new Breville the
Boss (BBL910) is an easy to use high
velocity blender. The powerful 2200
watt high velocity blender comes with
the Pro Kinetix system that pulverises
virtually any combination of ingredients
to increase absorption. The blender has
one touch functions with minimum
intervention and total control. One
task functions include the world’s first
“Green Smoothie“ function as well as
frozen dessert, soup, smoothie and
ice crush plus 12 variable manual
speeds ranging from slow stir, up to a
pulverising high speed mill for anything
from smooth nut butters, hummus, fine grind spices, cocktails, pastes
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trips, at this time of year has also impacted somewhat on the impact
of Mother’s Day being seen by the appliance channel in recent years.
Pushing the Point Of Sale
Mother’s Day is a time for suppliers and retailers to really emphasise
promotions and drive sales with strong point of sale. Of course, this is
nothing new but, with Mother’s Day perhaps beginning to be seen as
a little too commercialised, having well-executed point of sale is more
imperative for Mother’s Day than it ever has been.
Key Service’s Steven Meek emphasises the role that point of sale has
for Mother’s Day: “Product presentation is a critical component to
stimulate sales in store. If a customer has made the decision to visit a
store, we need to convert this visit into a sale and make the purchase
decision as easy as possible. POS plays a part in this, as does
supporting a full category, offering trade up options and having
proactive sales staff.”
Breville’s Brett O’Neill is another that cannot say enough about the
importance of POS in converting sales: “Eye-catching POS is
important for us and one thing we work on is building big displays
and with attractive eye-catching POS and the added value we place
quite a bit of importance on that as far as our overall advertising and
promotional programmes.”
O’Neill explains the “key ingredients” to having a successful
Mother’s Day are strong branding and advertising: “You need to
obviously build big displays in-store and then clearly we drive that
with the retailers with advertising.”

and pates.
The new Breville Kinetix Smooth
(BBL560) with Ultimate Blade System
plus 4 Speeds and a one touch smoothie
function is another welcome addition to
the new look premium blender line-up.
With four speed settings and a 1.5 litre

“Over the years Mother’s Day may have
lost some of what it had, but it’s still a
time of year when we can invest and show
retailers what we’re doing”

BPA-Free Triton jug, it’s simple and fuss
free to utilise the benefits of Kinetix,
which is a bowl-hugging blade system
that helps eliminate food traps.
With the rise in Asian cooking, Breville’s
new Hot Wok & Steam (BEW820)
powerful 8L Wok with Large Capacity
Steamer is set to revive the wok category.
With Thermal Pro high wall heat, the
optimally engineered 2400 watt element
ensures searing heat across the entire cooking surface, while the thick
aluminum layers maintain the high heat necessary for crisp stir fries.
The temperature probe allows users to try various cooking techniques
from caramelize, simmer, steam, fry
and stir-fry with temperatures up
to a searing 218°C, emulating
authentic Asian style gas
cooking.
www.breville.co.nz
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Helping retailers to help suppliers
From my research it’s clear that, when events on the retail calendar
such as Mother’s Day come up, the relationship between retailers and
suppliers has to be at its very best.
With so much emphasis placed on promotions, there has to be a big
push and effort made on both ends to get through this (hopefully)
hectic period successfully across the board. Merchandising is another
facet that plays a role in Mother’s Day trading.
DéLonghi’s Reece Ford says: “Execution can seduce people into a
purchase. Items like kettles and toasters should be displayed together
– that will appeal to consumers because destination shopping has
become huge. Don’t upsell if you don’t need it, don’t down sell if they
can’t keep up. Don’t qualify the buyer.”
Brett O’Neill at Breville says that Mother’s Day, like Father’s Day and
Christmas, is a time when gifts need to be displayed and presented well
during the key trading period, maximising the chance to grasp the
consumer’s attention and enhancing the opportunity to convert sales.
“It as an important time to support retailers and clearly with all the
activity we have in place it really an important time in the trading
calendar,” he says.
“We plan product releases around this time as well to keep things
modern and fresh. It’s important for retailers to support us too. Our
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De’Longhi are proud to introduce the Scultura breakfast collection - the evolution of design with bold
shapes and innovative materials, every detail speaks of Italian lifestyle, quality and design. Sculpted in metal
with chrome detailing and finished in shimmering metallic shades, RRP Kettle $199, 4-Slice toaster $249
and 2-Slice toaster $199. For more information contact your local representative or visit delonghi.co.nz

TWR000218DSW

SCULTURA IS A WORK OF ART TO ADMIRE, IN YOUR HOME, THROUGHOUT THE DAY.

Zinc White

Bronze Beige

Steel Grey

Carbon Black
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SOME
SPECTACULAR
PRODUCTS FROM
SPECTRUM
Spectrum Brands has launched a
variety of new products ahead of Mother’s
Day. The new Remington Curl Revolution
CI750AU curling iron has a 25mm auto rotating
tong. The Curl Revolution curls all hair lengths and
can curl in two directions. With a high heat up to 200°C
that heats up in 90 seconds, the Curl Revolution has variable
heat settings from 120°C - 200°C for all hair types.
Adding to its Russell Hobbs Heritage Kettle
collection, Spectrum Brands unveils the new
Black Pearl and White Silk Finish models. Made
with a premium stainless steel
construction, the cordless
Heritage Kettles have a 1.8 Litre capacity.
With an illuminated on/off indicator and

Nespresso has been pushing the boat out for Mother’s Day.
including new Inissia window decals promoting its new product.

an auto cut-off boil-dry technology,
Heritage kettles are suited for right
or left handed use with a soft touch
handle.
The latest addition to the boxer’s
eponymous grill range is the George
Foreman “The Champ” All-in-one
Grill. With removable grill plates
and deep dish pan for baking

average sale price has increased as a result of our clear marketing
positioning as a premium brand but it’s also about the fact that a lot
of our activities are around added value as well as price.”
Guillaume Chesneau at Nespresso, speaking about the offers and
promotions the company is running for Mother’s Day, says that
incorporating the offers in any conversation is a must if retailers are to
complete the transaction.

lasagnes, the new grill’s
Whitford Ceramic plates are
machine washable. Featuring
a 541cm2 grilling surface, the grill
can cook up to five servings with
temperature burst functionality for searing
meat at 260°C for 90 seconds. Like all George Foreman grills, “The
Champ” has an optimised sloped grill design that “allows fat to drain

“Mother’s Day is a crucial sales period
in the calendar year. It is the first
major campaign of the year for small
appliances and, when executed well, adds
tremendous value to the category”

away” into a detachable drip tray.
www.spectrumbrands.co.nz

“Nespresso is offering a two-tiered cash-back for our Mother’s Day
campaign ($75 off the higher end Lattissima and Maestria ranges and
$50 off the rest of the range). We encourage retailers to use this in
their sales speech and advertising so the customer is aware of the offer
and to allow the retailer to keep maximum possible margin.”
Give it away, give it away, give it away now!
“We believe that when people buy the best they deserve to be
rewarded.” That’s the view of DéLonghi’s Reece Ford, speaking about
the giveaways the company is doing as part of its Mother’s Day
programme. Rewarding consumers is something that was regularly
mentioned when speaking to suppliers for this article.
Breville’s Brett O’Neill says that when consumers enter into stores at
trading times like this, it is imperative that they are presented with an
opportunity to gain a sale through attractive add-ons and added value.
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THE KAM-DO
BLENDER ON THE GO
The new Kambrook Blitz2Go Blender
allows the user to blend and drink
smoothies, juices and protein shakes in the
same bottle. The blender’s durability means
it can be used at home or on the move,
going to work or the gym. The size of the
bottle means it cane even fit in most car
cup holders. The Blitz2Go Blender contains
steel blades for consistent blending results,
including icy drinks. When the blade
holder is removed, it’s replaced with a
closable drinking lid for drinking on the go.
Included in the packet are two 600ml and
one 300ml BPA free Tritan plastic bottles.
www.kambrook.co.nz

He says, “We’ve found at times like this [Mother’s Day] if you’ve got a
gift and it’s well displayed with the product during that key trading period
it maximises the opportunity of gaining the consumer’s support.”
As Steven Meek with Key Service says: “Anything that gets
customers in-store and purchasing is important.” Meek goes on to say
that to maximise promotional periods like Mother’s Day, the working
relationship between suppliers and retailers is key in developing a
clear plan and execution. This is particularly relevant when the
creative process of promotions to meet the individual groups’ needs
and that will then stimulate sales.
Feeding the trends
In recent years, the big push around Mother’s Day has been towards
food preparation and beverage makers. Gauging feelings around some
suppliers, the indication is this will continue. But why is it we pigeonhole food prep with Mother’s Day? Is this a narrow minded look at
what mums want?

DÉLONGHI’S DELIGHTFUL OFFERINGS
DéLonghi has a variety of special Mother’s Day offers, new products
and giveaways to entice some consumers ahead of Mother’s Day.
The new products are the DéLonghi Scultura breakfast range, the

“It as an important time to support
retailers and clearly with all the activity we
have in place it really an important time in
the trading calendar.”

DéLonghi Nespresso Latissima Pro and the DéLonghi Nespresso Inissia
which is available in Black, Orange and Cream colours; the Kenwood
Blend X Pro and two new Kenwood Hand Mixers and Braun’s two
new Hand Blenders (pictured above).
The Mother’s Day promotions on offer from DéLonghi see
promotional cash back offers with the DéLonghi Nespresso, DéLonghi
Dolce Gusto and the Kenwood k-MIX mixers. With the DéLonghi Fully
automatic, a bonus Scultura breakfast set valued at $399 on selected
models. With the Kenwood KM300, 355, 377, 353 a Terma-resist
blender attachment valued at $129.99 is available with purchase. All
additional products are claimed through redemption.
www.delonghi.co.nz
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Actually this doesn’t appear to be the case. The indication is that
high-brow food preparation is big and that people are looking for
higher quality, healthier food. Breville’s Brett O’Neill points to
healthier living and the rise in popularity of cooking shows as the
biggest factors to the proliferation of these products.
“I think with all these cooking shows proving to be so popular on
TV, that inspires people and they want to create restaurant-style meals
at home – and consumers are looking for appliances that can assist
them in an easier way and to a higher quality. I think the growth that
we’ve been experiencing at the premium end of the market is a
reflection of that trend.”
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This is not a blender
It’s a Blend-X PRO
The KENWOOD Blend-X Pro has been
designed with power, capacity and versatility
in mind. This unique blade configuration
along with our newly developed motor
and optimised goblet design, provides
the ultimate blending and chopping
experience. RRP $399.99

Stir stick

1.6 litre, Thermoresist
glass goblet*

MultiZone™ Blade
Technology

6 pre-set programs
plus variable speed
and pulse

Powerful
1200W Motor

C R E A T E

M O R E

TWR000218KBW

*Thermoresist glass goblet is capable of blending large
quantities of food whether it’s ice cold or just out of the pan.

For more information contact your
local Kenwood representative or visit

www.kenwood-newzealand.com

